INTRODUCTION
============

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder affecting 1 in 68 children ([@bib12]). In addition to impairment in social communication, ASD diagnostic criteria include restricted, repetitive patterns of interests, behavior, and activities ([@bib3]). Furthermore, cognitive inflexibility ([@bib25]) and abnormalities in motivated behaviors ([@bib41]) have been observed as secondary symptoms. These behavioral domains (motor, cognitive, and emotional) rely on a set of parallel corticostriatal-thalamic circuits ([@bib1]).

Neurons projecting from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex to the caudate head are involved in shifting attention and strategies when tasks demand change ([@bib9]). This skill set is impaired in ASD as 'insistence on sameness\' is part of the broader core symptom of restricted, repetitive behaviors ([@bib43]). The orbitofrontal circuit with neurons projecting from medial inferior frontal gyrus to ventromedial caudate and further to dorsal globus pallidus has been described as the 'neocortical representation of the limbic system\' ([@bib9]). Lesion studies have shown social deficits resulting from injury to these areas---another core symptom in ASD ([@bib6]; [@bib34]). Furthermore, the caudate nucleus of the dorsal striatum mediates habitual and rigid behaviors, which are related to restricted and repetitive behaviors ([@bib28]). Abnormal connectivity in circuits relayed via the thalamus have also been associated with cognitive impairments in ASD ([@bib54]). Thus, while cortical regions involved in language and social comprehension have been the focus of much ASD research ([@bib56]), insights into the neural basis of ASD symptoms may also come from studying abnormalities in the basal ganglia and thalamus.

Structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to measure morphometric properties of subcortical structures. Although this approach cannot pinpoint specific cellular differences, it can provide clues about atypical development of brain regions, and the relation to symptoms. Using this approach, volumetric MRI studies have found overall enlargement of the striatum ([@bib37]; [@bib44]), pallidum ([@bib26]), and thalamus ([@bib46]) in participants with ASD compared with typically developing (TD) control participants. However, there are notable inconsistencies in this literature with reports of decreased ([@bib49]) or no differences in volume ([@bib31]) in ASD.

A potential weakness of volumetric studies is they often involve averaging volume measurements over a given structure. As the basal ganglia and thalamus are composed of subregions with distinct function and connectivity ([@bib1]), this risks diluting group differences localized to a particular circuit. A more sensitive measure of structural changes in subcortical regions might be surface modeling. Surface modeling of subcortical structures enables localized measurement of surface area and shape (in terms of concavity and convexity; [@bib14]). This approach has enabled unprecedented detail into sexually dimorphic developmental changes ([@bib60]), and localization of abnormalities in brain disorders such as schizophrenia and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder ([@bib14]; [@bib63]). This work suggests that surface modeling is sensitive to cellular differences in specific subnuclei of the striatum, which can in turn be linked to molecular pathways ([@bib63]). For example, atypical surface contraction of the ventral striatum, a region associated with reward processing and dopaminergic innervations, was found in children and adolescents with ADHD ([@bib63]).

Despite 'extreme locus genetic heterogeneity\' in ASD ([@bib57]) and an estimated several hundred candidate genes ([@bib42]), converging genetic evidence points to the striatum as a site of abnormalities in ASD (reviewed in [@bib23]). Indeed, an MR study that applied hierarchical clustering to a set of genetic models of ASD found a cluster with significant regional relative volume differences (both decreased and increased) in 17 different mouse models of ASD ([@bib19]). More specifically, Met receptor mutations have been related to ASD ([@bib11]) and mouse models have shown that Met receptor disruption in the cortex increased total dendritic arbor length and spine volume of striatal medium spiny neurons ([@bib64]). Furthermore, loss-of-function models of contactin-associated protein-like 2 have shown typical ASD behaviors and decreased numbers of interneurons in the striatum ([@bib58]). Interestingly, these two findings can potentially result in both increased and decreased striatal volume and highlight the benefit of surface modeling as it enables localization of atypical structure with greater precision than volumetric approaches.

In ASD, previous studies have shown atypical connectivity between specific subcortical nuclei and cortical regions ([@bib8]), for example, lower connection probability for thalamocortical networks ([@bib54]). Surface modeling may also be sensitive to localized decreases in neuronal density associated with such a connectivity difference. On the other hand, more global mechanisms such as reduced apoptosis in ASD ([@bib65]) or dysregulated axonal growth ([@bib51]) may lead to broader differences that are detectable in overall volume. To date, only one study has investigated shape differences in ASD, which found decreased reciprocal social and communication skills in ASD participants associated with a more convex shape of the caudate head, and decreased motor skills associated with a more concave shape of bilateral putamen ([@bib59]).

Taken together, animal models and human neuroimaging provide tantalizing evidence for structural abnormalities that may reflect atypical development of subcortical structures, and associated functional circuits. However, findings have been inconsistent, perhaps because studies have varied in terms of age, medication status, intellectual functioning, and symptom severity of participants, used different methods to calculate volume, and have often assessed relatively small sample sizes. It is also increasingly clear that as the brain undergoes pronounced changes across childhood and adolescence, differences in ASD should be considered in a developmental context ([@bib43]).

The rationale for the present study is that as the basal ganglia and thalamus are central to many behaviors affected in ASD, these regions may undergo atypical development at the cellular level. Surface modeling offers the opportunity to identify localized structural abnormalities that may reflect differences in cellular development; these in turn may impact how these regions form structural connections to the broader networks supporting affected behaviors. In the present study, we compared structure of thalamus, pallidum, and striatum of males with and without ASD between the ages of 7 and 35 years, using data from a large multisite sample (Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE); [@bib18]). By combining volumetric and surface-based analyses, we modeled effects of age, ASD diagnosis and their interaction, to uncover both persistent differences that may emerge early in childhood, and differences in trajectories from childhood into adulthood, both of which may provide insight into the neuroanatomical basis of ASD symptoms. We hypothesized that while volumes would not show group differences ([@bib31]), we would identify localized regions of surface area and shape differences in ASD. As ASD symptoms cut across functional zones of the basal ganglia and thalamus ([@bib1]), we further hypothesized widespread morphological differences between individuals with ASD and a TD control group.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

ABIDE Participants and MR Imaging Data
--------------------------------------

This study analyzed T1-weighted anatomical images from the ABIDE, which includes 539 individuals with ASD and 573 TD participants ([@bib18]), aged 6.47--64 years, collected as part of 20 studies at 17 different sites (MR acquisition protocol details in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All sites collected images using 3 T MRI systems, with voxel dimensions ranging from 1 to 1.69 mm^3^. As not all sites collected female participants and sampling was relatively sparse for \<7 and \> 35 years, we selected male participants between the age of 7 and 35 years. Following quality control, described below, our final sample consisted of 373 ASD and 384 TD participants. For ASD participants, diagnosis was confirmed either with the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; [@bib47]) or the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R; [@bib61]). Participant demographics are shown in [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Most sites (16/17) reported excluding participants with psychiatric or neurological conditions, including, but not limited to, major depression, schizophrenia, epilepsy, and history of traumatic brain injury. Within each sample, TD participants were matched to ASD participants relative to age. In 14 of 17 sites history of current psychoactive medication was collected (see [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). Participants were asked to withhold any medication use before scan in 5/17 sites.

MAGeT Automated Segmentation Algorithm and Surface-Based Analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We used an automated segmentation algorithm (Multiple Automatically Generated Templates Brain Segmentation, MAGeT Brain; [@bib15]) to extract subcortical volume and shape metrics from T1 images. MAGeT brain uses a 'multiatlas\'-based strategy to reduce bias and enhance accuracy of segmentations. To summarize, a ground-truth atlas was manually defined using serial histological data ([@bib13]) and warped to the average of 27 contrast-enhanced MRIs from one individual ([@bib38]). This atlas was then used to define a set of templates through nonlinear warping to a set of 31 subjects (from both children and adults, mean age: 27.72 years; SD: 13.98) chosen from our sample based on the best initial atlas-to-template registrations, from a larger pool of candidate templates (\~250). MTMP manually inspected labels for all 250 candidate templates, excluding suboptimal segmentations from the template library. This resulted in 31 final template library images, which were selected as those with highly accurate segmentations, comparable to manual segmentation. All other subjects were then warped to these 31 subjects, giving 31 candidate segmentations. Final segmentations were decided using a voxel voting procedure, that is, each voxel received the label that occurs most commonly across candidate segmentations ([@bib17]).

Note that while the mean age of participants included in the template is older than the sample mean, to optimize accuracy of final segmentations, it is a higher priority to ensure accurate initial atlas-to-template registrations by choosing candidates that best match the initial atlas than to find candidates that best represent the sample.

The quality of anatomical images was not assessed before entry in the segmentation pipeline. However, following segmentation, quality was assessed by three authors (MS, MTMP, and IYKC) who visually checked whether edges between subcortical nuclei found by the algorithm and cerebrospinal fluid or white matter tracts correctly matched subcortical borders (similar to manual tracing, which is regarded the gold standard for segmentation). At this stage, images were also assessed for overall quality, and eliminated if poor contrast or 'ringing\' were observed. Only if all three authors classified the segmentation of the algorithm as incorrect (eg, because of image distortion due to head motion leading to low contrast between the different tissue types) were the subjects removed from the analysis. We removed 79 subjects (mean age: 14.58 years; SD: 6.9) because of failed segmentation or low image quality. [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows examples of a successful segmentation (A) and an excluded participant because of low image quality (B). [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} gives a demographic overview of all excluded participants.

Measures of shape, surface area, and volume for thalamus, striatum, and pallidum were obtained as described previously ([@bib14]; [@bib60]). Volumes from segmentations for bilateral thalamus, pallidum, ventral striatum, putamen, and precommissural and postcommissural caudate were analyzed. Shape and surface area analyses used an adaptation of previously described surface-based methodology ([@bib45]) wherein representations of the surfaces are estimated using the marching cubes algorithm ([@bib48]) and morphologically smoothed using the AMIRA software package (Visage Imaging, San Diego, CA). This procedure yields 31 possible surface representations per subject that are then merged by creating a new surface representation by estimating the median coordinate representation at each location. To estimate vertex-wise surface area, a third of the surface of each triangle is assigned to each vertex within the triangle. The surface area value stored at each vertex is the sum of all such assignments from all connected triangles. Finally, surface-area values were blurred with a surface-base diffusion-smoothing kernel (5 and 3 mm for the striatum/thalamus and pallidum, respectively). To estimate vertex-wise shape, the nonlinear portions of the 31 transformations that map each subject to the templates were concatenated and averaged across the template library to limit the effects of noise and error and to increase precision and accuracy ([@bib10]; [@bib22]). The dot product between the nonlinear deformation vector (the inverse of the averaged atlas-to-subject transformation) and the surface normal (a unit vector describing the direction perpendicular to the surface) is estimated and provides a local measure of inward or outward displacement along the normal. Note that before estimating the dot product between the normal to the surface and the deformation field, we explicitly model and remove global linear effects not originally accounted for in the initial linear transformations. Intracranial volume included the ventricles and was determined by computing the Jacobian determinant of the linear registration to a common target (Montreal Neurological Institute template13, ICBM 2009c Nonlinear Symmetric template; <http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesAtlases/>). In total, 21 156 vertices were obtained across all subcortical regions.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

Vertex-wise shape and surface area measures, as well as volume, were analyzed using linear mixed models. To account for the hierarchical nature of data (data were collected across different sites with different acquisition parameters), we included 'site\' as a random (grouping) variable in all models. Surface area and volume models included effects of diagnosis, age, a diagnosis-by-age interaction term, full-scale IQ (FIQ), and total intracranial volume. The FIQ term was included in our models to identify differences in subcortical morphology specific to ASD diagnosis and not related to differences in IQ. We corrected for intracranial instead of brain volume because traditional brain extraction methods such as BEaST ([@bib20]) show disadvantages for images from multisite databases as parameter tuning and library generation needs to be carried out separately per site. Resulting whole-brain segmentations differ significantly in terms of accuracy. Using intracranial volume inferred from a linear registration gives an unbiased estimate of head size and has been implemented in recent large-scale analyses (<http://enigma.ini.usc.edu/>). Shape models were similar but did not include intracranial volume as linear effects are explicitly removed from the deformation fields from which these metrics are derived. Similar to [@bib60], linear rather than quadratic or cubic effects of age were modelled because only a small portion of subcortical vertices in our sample showed significant quadratic (shape: 1.23% surface area: 1.83%) or cubic (shape: 3.93% surface area: 24.5%) age effects, while 49.8% of vertices showed significant linear effects of age for shape and 41.3% of vertices showed significant linear effects of age for surface area. As 24.5% of vertices showed cubic age effects on surface area, we also ran a model that included a cubic age term (significant regions shown in [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For volume, we used a step-down regression approach proceeding from a cubic to quadratic and linear model and determined that linear trajectories gave the best fit informed by *P*-values for each model. All analyses were corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate (FDR) thresholded at 5% ([@bib24]); *q*-values are reported. Brain-view 2 was used to overlay significant *q*-values on subcortical structures (*q* \<0.05).

As medication has been reported to influence subcortical morphology ([@bib5]), two additional models were run to ensure robustness of our findings. First, we repeated our analysis for the subset of non-medicated participants, which included 239 ASD and 310 TD participants. Second, we ran a model including medications categorized by class as covariates, including participants from the 14/17 sites that collected medication information. This analysis included a sample of 253 ASD and 260 TD participants. Medication was categorized into four groups: stimulants, antidepressants, antipsychotics, and others (eg, anticonvulsants, lithium).

Owing to long-term effects of medication on brain structures (eg, [@bib36]; [@bib55]), participants who were withholding medication at the time of scan were included as medicated participants. Two sites that did not report medication information were excluded from this analysis ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To investigate the relationship between symptom severity and subcortical morphology, we conducted a subgroup analysis on 271 ASD participants for whom ADOS scores had been collected. The ADOS assessment differs based on an individual\'s language and developmental state: Module 4 is used to assess verbally fluent adolescents and adults, Module 3 is used for verbally fluent children aged 12--16 years, Module 2 is used for individuals with some phrase speech and Module 1 is used for younger children or individuals who do not use phrase speech. These differences make a comparison of participants who have been assessed with different modules difficult. Hence, ADOS scores were used to calculate Calibrated Symptom Severity scores (CSS; [@bib27]; [@bib39]) to better compare participants who were assessed at different ages and with different ADOS modules. Note that CSS scores are derived from ADOS scores and participants without ADOS scores could not be included in this analysis. CSS scores present an overall picture of ASD symptom severity across both domains of social communication and restricted interests and repetitive behaviors. As specific symptoms may be related to differences in the structure of specific striatal subregions, we additionally investigated associations with specific subscales. Caudate and putamen have been implicated in what is called 'insistence on sameness\', which belongs to the core symptom of restricted, repetitive behaviors ([@bib43]). We therefore were particularly interested in taking a closer look at the association between the ADOS subscales of stereotypical behavior and subcortical morphology. ASD participants for whom these scores were available (ADOS: *N*=223) were included in this analysis.

RESULTS
=======

Demographics
------------

[Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows demographic data for all participants included in our analysis. Although participants were matched for age in each study contributed to ABIDE, after quality control there was a small (Cohen\'s *d*=0.14) but statistically significant difference in age, with ASD participants on average younger than TD participants (*t*~740~=−2.5, *p*\<0.05, ASD range: 7--34.46, mean: 15.79, SD: 5.9, TD range: 7--35, mean: 16.74, SD: 6.46, [Supplementary Figure S3A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Ages for each diagnostic group are plotted in [Supplementary Figures S3A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In a follow-up analysis, we used a reduced sample that did not significantly differ by age (*t*~731~=−1.79, *p*\>0.5, TD=375, ASD=373). Matching of participants was performed for each site individually by step-wise removal of participants from the higher end of the age range until the remaining samples were not significantly different in age. The results were unchanged, and we therefore used the full sample for all analyses presented below. A linear mixed model with data acquisition site as random factor also showed that FIQ was significantly lower (*t*~740~=−5.81, *p*\<0.001) in the ASD group (range: 61--148, mean: 105.24, SD: 16.64) compared with the TD group (range: 73--148, mean: 111.73, SD: 12.22, [Supplementary Figures S1C and D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Both age and FIQ were included as covariates in all analyses.

Effects of Age
--------------

To provide context for effects of diagnosis, we began by visualizing the effect of age on shape and surface area across all participants ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

### Thalamus

Bilateral caudal thalami showed a more concave shape with age, while rostral peaks showed a more convex shape with age. Surface area of bilateral caudal thalami showed a contraction, while lateral thalamus expanded with age.

### Pallidum

Rostral pallidum showed a more convex shape with age, while caudal pallidum showed a more concave shape with age. Similarly, surface area expanded in caudal parts of the pallidum, while it contracted in rostral parts.

### Striatum

Lateral striatum showed a more concave shape with age. Surface area of dorsal and rostral striatum showed a contraction with age, while surface area of dorsal putamen and lateral caudate expanded with age.

Effects of Diagnosis
--------------------

### Thalamus

No significant main effects or interactions with diagnosis were found in thalamus volume. However, for surface area, we found clusters showing a main effect of ASD diagnosis in both the right and left thalamus (right peak *q*=0.011; left peak *q*=0.014). For the left, the clusters were in the lateral and medial posterior, as well as medial inferior thalamus ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), whereas in the right thalamus the clusters were superior and posterior ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These peak regions showed greater surface area in ASD compared with TD participants ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, inlay). This interaction effect was not significant when the cubic term was added in the model; however, significant vertices from the cubic model were not overlapping with those for which a main effect of diagnosis was found, suggesting that the cubic model was not appropriate for those vertices where significant diagnosis effects were found. We found a significant effect of diagnosis on shape in the medial right thalamus (peak *q*=0.011; [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), where shape was more concave in the ASD group ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, inlay). No significant diagnosis-by-age interactions were found for shape or surface area in the thalamus.

### Pallidum

We found a significant diagnosis-by-age interaction on shape for the right pallidum (peak *q*=0.007), peaking at the posterior aspect ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The shape of the posterior part of the right pallidum became more concave over time in both groups; however, the decline was steeper for ASD participants ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, inlay).

### Striatum

Only a trend toward larger volume in ASD compared with TD participants was found for the left postcommissural caudate (*t*~737~=2.41, *p*=0.01) and right pre- and postcommissural caudate (*t*~737~=2.08, *p*=0.03 and *t*~737~=1.96, *p*=0.0502); these effects did not survive FDR correction. We did not find main effects of diagnosis, or diagnosis-by-age interactions for surface area in the striatum (putamen or caudate), or group differences in shape. However, we did find a significant diagnosis-by-age interaction effect on shape in the right putamen (peak *q*=0.018), peaking at the posterior part of the right putamen ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The shape of the posterior right putamen became more concave over time in both groups; however, the decline was steeper in the ASD group ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, inlay).

Effects of FIQ
--------------

We found a significant effect of FIQ on surface area in left (*q*=0.024) and right (*q*=0.006) thalamus, as well as in left pallidum (*q*=0.03). Individuals with a higher FIQ showed contracted surface area in left and right thalamus, and expanded surface area in left pallidum ([Figure 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We also found a significant effect of FIQ on shape in left striatum ([Figure 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; medial aspect in left panel and lateral aspect in right panel). With increasing FIQ we found a more convex shape of the left lateral putamen (*q*=0.04) and dorsal caudate tail (*q*=0.04) and a more concave shape of the medial putamen (*q*=0.04) and medial caudate tail (*q*=0.04).

Symptom Severity
----------------

Using the CSS scores, we did not find effects of symptom severity for volume, shape, or surface area in any region. However, in a follow-up analysis in the clusters that showed a significant main effect of diagnosis, we found that surface area in the left thalamus was positively modulated by symptom severity ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

When examining subscales from the ADOS (social interaction, communication, and restricted/repetitive behaviors or interests), we found greater surface area in bilateral dorsal medial part of the globus pallidus (*q*\<0.01; [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) in individuals with more severe restricted, repetitive symptoms on the ADOS assessment.

Medication
----------

When analyzing the subsample of non-medicated participants, all shape measures remained significant: main effect of right thalamus (*q*=0.009), diagnosis-by-age interactions for right putamen (*q*=0.01), and right pallidum (*q*=0.002). The main effect of diagnosis remained significant for surface area of the left thalamus (*q*=0.03), but not for surface area of right thalamus. In a separate model, we included medication as a covariate; here, main effects of diagnosis remained significant for surface area of left and right thalamus (*q*=0.03 and 0.02, respectively), but not for the shape of right thalamus. The interaction effects of age-by-diagnosis remained significant for shape of right putamen (*q*=0.005) and right pallidum (*q*=0.003). No significant effects or trends were found for volumes in any region after accounting for medication effects.

DISCUSSION
==========

In the present study, we comprehensively examined volume, surface area, and shape in thalamus, striatum, and pallidum in a large sample of children, adolescents, and young adults with ASD, relative to TD. We found greater surface area bilaterally in the thalami of participants with ASD compared with TD, and more concave shape of the right thalamus in ASD. We also found that shape of right globus pallidus and putamen showed a steeper increase in concavity with age in the ASD group. Finally, we found associations with symptom severity within a thalamic surface area cluster and in the morphology of the globus pallidus. Taken together, these findings suggest that there are subtle differences in subcortical morphology in ASD. Although this study was cross-sectional, our findings also suggest that there may be atypical developmental trajectories in ASD in the shape of pallidum, putamen, and thalamus from childhood to adulthood.

A growing literature on the development of shape and surface area of subcortical structures suggests that this process is both protracted and heterochronous, with regionally specific patterns of expansion and contraction ([@bib60]). Thus, while many previous studies of subcortical structure in ASD have used volume measures ([@bib26]; [@bib44]; [@bib46]), these are insensitive to the functional and developmental differentiation within these structures. In contrast, accounting for effects of age, we have shown a specific and persistent increase in surface area in medial and posterior thalamus regions corresponding to the pulvinar and mediodorsal nucleus. Furthermore, we showed that the increase in surface area in left medial thalamus was more pronounced in more severely affected ASD participants compared with less severely affected ASD participants. Although MRI cannot resolve cellular-level differences underlying this expansion, differences in thalamic surface area may be related to differences in myelination or other properties of white matter axons innervating this region ([@bib35]) or to differences in dendritic or neuropil compartments ([@bib21]). Human and macaque studies indicate prominent connections between the pulvinar nucleus and temporal ([@bib7]), parieto-occipital, and prefrontal cortices ([@bib4]). In ASD, lower connection probability between the posterior thalamus and parieto-occipital cortex has been demonstrated ([@bib54]). Our findings suggest that cellular-level properties within the thalamus may contribute to these differences in connectivity. Functionally, abnormalities in the pulvinar may have particular relevance to well-documented differences in attention skills in ASD ([@bib2]).

Development of the basal ganglia and thalamus follows known anatomical connectivity patterns ([@bib60]), that is, similar rates of maturation are found among interconnected regions. Here we found a steeper increase in concavity in both right caudal putamen and pallidum in ASD, following a known striatopallidal projection ([@bib33]). Functionally, the caudal pallidum contains both limbic- and sensorimotor-associated zones ([@bib33]), whereas caudal putamen is principally associated with motor networks ([@bib32]). A more concave shape of the posterior putamen has previously been linked to decreased motor skills in ASD ([@bib59]). Our findings together with this previous work suggest a link between morphological alterations in the basal ganglia and motor symptoms in ASD ([@bib40]; [@bib52]).

Findings on volume measurements of subcortical structures in ASD have been mixed ([@bib26]; [@bib46]). Notably, studies using larger sample sizes, including this one, have failed to replicate differences in subcortical volumes ([@bib31]; [@bib59]). Our findings reinforce the importance of assessing sufficiently large samples in heterogeneous populations such as ASD, and suggest that surface-based analyses may be more sensitive to detect morphological alterations in ASD than overall volume, as they have the ability to capture localized differences in specific nuclei ([@bib14]; [@bib60]).

In the typical population, IQ has been associated with total brain volume ([@bib50]) as well as structure of cortical, white matter, and subcortical regions ([@bib29]; [@bib62]). This is important to consider for any structural study of ASD: while intellectual disability is not among the diagnostic criteria for ASD, it is an extremely common comorbidity ([@bib66]). We assessed effects of FIQ in the present study while accounting for ASD diagnosis, and found significant effects of IQ on surface area in bilateral thalamus and left pallidum and on shape in left putamen and dorsal caudate. While our results are discordant with reports of a specific correlation between FIQ and caudate volume ([@bib29]), they do suggest that any findings of morphological differences in pallidum, putamen, and thalamus should be considered relative to intellectual functioning.

Although we did not find a significant association with a measure of global symptom severity, we did find effects related to repetitive and restricted behaviors. These findings are particularly interesting as the basal ganglia are implicated in cognitive and motor control ([@bib30]) and have been linked specifically to repetitive and restricted behaviors in ASD ([@bib16]; [@bib59]). Effects of restricted, repetitive behaviors from the ADOS subscale were in the dorsal medial parts of bilateral globus pallidus. The dorsal globus pallidus receives projections from the cognitive association zones of the striatum ([@bib33]). Our findings thus primarily suggest abnormalities in the cognitive zones.

While strengths of this study include a large sample size and surface-based analyses of subcortical structures, there are several limitations to note. We used cross-sectional data; therefore, associations with age must be interpreted with caution and confirmed with longitudinal measurements. There are several limitations inherent in the ABIDE data set, including differences in image acquisition protocols, MRI scanners, cognitive assessments, and approaches used to confirm ASD diagnosis and assess symptoms (i.e. not all studies used the ADOS or ADI-R). While we accounted for site as a grouping variable in all analyses, site differences add variability to our measurements. This database also included relatively sparse sampling of females with ASD; therefore, we focused on males and it is unclear whether effects generalize to females.

In summary, the present study investigated effects of ASD diagnosis, and interaction with age, on volume, surface area, and shape of the thalamus and basal ganglia. We found differences in surface area and shape in the posterior and medial thalamus, and steeper changes with age in the pallidum and putamen, suggesting differential development in these regions. These focal abnormalities may have a role in the complex symptom profile of ASD, and contribute to the description of an ASD phenotype, which can help to advance development to treatment strategies. A goal for future research will be to understand how precisely these differences relate to ASD symptoms and whether morphological differences relate to differences in subcortical structural and functional connectivity ([@bib53]).
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![Effects of age on shape and surface area. Thresholded *t*-values for the effect of age on shape (left panel) and surface area (right panel) are overlaid on subcortical regions. For shape, cool colors indicate areas that take on a more concave shape over time, and warm colors indicate a more convex shape. For surface area, cool colors indicate areas that contract with increasing age and warm colors indicate an expansion.](npp201664f1){#fig1}

![Effects of diagnosis on thalamus surface area. Maps of *q*-values overlaid on the left and right thalamus. (a) Group differences in surface area were found for three clusters in the left thalamus; within the clusters, the peak vertex is indicated by a black cross. The figure inlay shows the surface area in mm^2^ for the peak vertex of left thalamus. (b) Group differences in surface area were found for two clusters in the right thalamus; within the clusters, the peak vertex is indicated by a black cross. The figure inlay shows the surface area in mm^2^ for the peak vertex of right thalamus.](npp201664f2){#fig2}

![Effects of diagnosis on thalamus shape. Maps of *q*-values overlaid on right thalamus. Group differences in shape were found for one cluster in right thalamus; within the clusters, the peak vertex is indicated by a black cross. The figure inlay shows the shape displacement for the peak vertex of right thalamus (negative values indicate a more concave shape, and positive values more convex shape).](npp201664f3){#fig3}

![Diagnosis-by-age interaction effects on shape in right pallidum and putamen. Maps of *q*-values overlaid on right pallidum and putamen. (a) Diagnosis-by-age interaction on shape was found in one cluster in right pallidum; within the clusters, the peak vertex is indicated by a black cross. The figure inlay shows the shape displacement for the peak vertex of right pallidum (negative values indicate a more concave, and positive values more convex shape). (b) Diagnosis-by-age interaction on shape was found in one cluster in right putamen; within the clusters, the peak vertex is indicated by a black cross. The figure inlay shows the shape displacement for the peak vertex of right putamen.](npp201664f4){#fig4}

![Effects of full-scale IQ (FIQ) on surface area and shape. (a) Thresholded *t*-values for effects of FIQ on surface area are overlaid on left and right thalamus and left pallidum. (b) Thresholded *t*-values for effects of FIQ on shape are overlaid on left striatum.](npp201664f5){#fig5}

![Effects of calibrated symptom severity (CSS) scores on surface area of the left thalamus. Maps of *q*-values for the main effect of diagnosis (as in [Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) overlaid on the left thalamus. Effects of symptom severity on surface area were found for three clusters in the left thalamus; within the clusters, the peak vertex is indicated by a black cross. The figure inlay shows the surface area for the peak vertex of left thalamus.](npp201664f6){#fig6}

![Effects of restricted, repetitive behavior (RRB) scores on surface area for left and right globus pallidus. Maps of *q*-values overlaid on left and right globus pallidus. Effects of RRB scores as assessed with the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) on surface area were found in one cluster in bilateral globus pallidus; within the clusters, the peak vertices are indicated by a black cross. The figure inlay shows the surface area for the peak vertex of right globus pallidus. The relationship between surface area and RRB scores in left globus pallidus followed a similar slope and is not shown here.](npp201664f7){#fig7}
